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Cheers to colors that
brighten your day



HOBSTAR
Classy, authentic and sturdy. Libbey’s one and only Hobstar range adds a 
touch of vintage timelessness to your table on any occasion. This specific cut 
glass design dates back to the early years of the 20th century and is today as 
popular as ever, fitting the current trend of ‘vintage chic’ perfectly.

The Hobstar DOF is perhaps one of Libbey’s best known designs. Perfect 
for everyday or special occasions and ideal for serving soft drinks, cocktails 
or even just water. We say cheers to that!

COLOR YOUR TABLE
Hobstar glasses are here to stay. These vintage drinking glasses look great 
on your table but sometimes you want something different. A bit more 
extraordinary. With these oh-so-pretty colored Hobstar glasses you add 
some color to your table!

They combine perfectly with the regular transparent Hobstar glasses, or 
whichever Libbey glass you like. Because taste is a personal thing and, 
whether we like it or not sometimes the weather also affects how we feel, 
we selected nine colors that should do the trick.
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These glasses are all great for serving 
soft drinks, cocktails or water. They 
are a perfect match for a formal 
dinner setting thanks to its stylish 
and classic design. But it will also 
give you that sophisticated feel and 
make you enjoy your drink even more 
in a casual setting with friends.
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Tender Taupe
SKU 922103-6

Pale Yellow
SKU 922271-6

Ebony Green
SKU 922288-6

Coral Pink
SKU 922295-6

Sky Blue
SKU 922318-6

Charm Lavender
SKU 922301-6

10.60 cm
(4.17 inch)

35.5 cl
(12 oz)

∅ 8.9 cm
(∅ 3.5 inch)

Inspired by the summer sunset, we 
created a palette of bright colors 
that add a discreet, yet sophisticated 
dimensionality to the Hobstar glass. 
The colors Tender Taupe, Pale Yellow, 
Ebony Green, Coral Pink, Charm 
Lavender and Sky Blue create the 
ultimate summer feeling. 

HOBSTAR DOF
No. 2651VCP35

COLLECTION

SPRING
SUMMER
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Moving towards the winter season, 
the colors are more toned down. 
They are inspired by warm earthy 
tones resulting in the colors Ocher, 
Rose, Grey, Green and Blue. These 
glasses will for sure add a classic 
and sophisticated touch to any 
table setting. Green

SKU 829280-6

Rose
SKU 829310-6

Ocher
SKU 829327-6

Grey
SKU 829303-6

Blue
SKU 829297-6

 

10.60 cm
(4.17 inch)

35.5 cl
(12 oz)

∅ 8.9 cm
(∅ 3.5 inch)

HOBSTAR DOF
No. 2651VCP35

COLLECTION

AUTUMN
WINTER
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LET THEM SHINE
These glasses are meant to be seen. Not only on the table, but already in the 
 store! We have a few suggestions on how you can present these stunning 
 glasses.

Unpack a few glasses and line them up on the shelf. Better yet, set a table 
using the colored Hobstar glasses.

Use different colors to mix & match when displaying.

Present the colored Hobstar glasses together with the regular transparent 
Hobstar glasses to stimulate cross-selling.

Use the given mood pictures to promote the glasses online and offline.

Create content online using the Hobstar story and mood pictures.

Serving suggestions: these glasses are perfect for water, mixed drinks, 
sodas, iced coffee & tea, kombucha and many more.

We have many mood pictures available to help you promoting the  colored 
Hobstar glasses online and in print. Please check all the mood pictures on 
Libbey Resource Space and search for ‘Colored Hobstar’

https://libbey.resourcespace.com
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